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Tea Can Be a Headlining Item in the Best
Restaurants and Bars Around the World
By Lisa McDonald

When I look at my 180-tin tea wall at my store, TeaHaus, I 
don’t just think of what tea to drink. I think about what tea 
to use in my next cocktail or my next soup, or which would 
pair best with dinner. Tea is so much more than your nana’s 
afternoon cup or a drink you can grab out of the gas station 
cooler. It’s a complex, multi-layered beverage that has just 
as many nuances and stories as a beautiful bottle of wine. 
As an experienced tea sommelier, I talk about aromas, 
mouth feel, finishes and bouquets – all in the same way 
someone with a trained palate would speak of wine or 
whiskey.

Add Intriguing Flavors
A restaurateur can elevate any dining experience by adding 
tea pairings to the menu. Try, for example, a first-flush 
Darjeeling instead of a dry white wine when choosing a 
pairing for fish with a light and creamy fresh dill sauce. 
Or perhaps select a tea that’s a bit nuttier with a slight 
sweet finish – such as an oolong from Vietnam – to go 
with a perfectly prepared steak. Meanwhile, the chef – by 
using various teas – can add familiar yet intriguing flavors 
to dishes. Smoky lapsang souchong, for instance, lends 
itself easily to so many items and gives the pallet a hint of 
smoke, while something as simple as infusing heavy cream 
with a dark and malty Assam before whipping to serve on 
top of warm semolina honey cake can be the difference 
between a good dessert and a wow dessert!

A few simple tea syrups, tea bitters, or even just a great tea-
infused gin or vodka behind the bar, can give any cocktail 
a little something extra. Tea can be used by cold infusion, 
hot infusion, grinding, marinading, as a dry rub, in spice 
blends, extracted in alcohol, and in many other ways. It can 
be as versatile as salt and pepper.

Raise the PPA
Having a “brew at the table” experience with quality loose 
tea, specifically chosen to pair perfectly with a meal, can 
not only raise the PPA (per person average) on a check but 
can improve the overall experience for the diner. Tasting 
flights are a good way for customers to experience multiple 
flavors and types of tea, much like a flight of beer, whiskey 
or wine. Let’s be honest. If the experience and quality of 
tea is high, so is the upcharge. The margin on high-quality 
loose tea is great if the tea is presented with as much 
respect and knowledge as a glass of wine.

Chefs, pastry chefs, and mixologists should think beyond 
earl grey and matcha (though both are lovely) and truly 
explore the amazing flavor profiles of tea. I have gone into 
several restaurants, bars, breweries and distilleries as a tea 
sommelier consultant to help develop tea programs for 
both the front and back of the house. Tea-finished whiskey, 
desserts, cocktails, beer and more have been picking up in 
popularity.

Tea is the second-most consumed beverage in the world 
– second only to water – yet it is an afterthought for most 
restaurants and bars. As a tea sommelier and tea purveyor, 
my goal is to make tea a standout and headlining item in 
the best restaurants and bars around the world.

Lisa McDonald opened TeaHaus in 2007, a loose-leaf tea store and cafe/
restaurant. Since then, she’s used her tea wall as her spice cabinet, 
adding tea to nearly every savory and sweet item on her menu. She 
also consults with head chefs and mixologists at some of the finest 
bars and restaurants, to help them incorporate tea in their menu and 
cocktails. McDonald also owns Eat More Tea, which sells tea-infused 
spice blends for the everyday chef. Visit TeaHaus.com and  
EatMoreTea.com.

https://www.worldteaexpo.com/
https://www.ncbshow.com/

